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ABSTRACT

We present new estimates of ages and metallicities, based on VLT FORS optical (4400–5500 ) spectroscopy,Å
of 16 dwarf elliptical galaxies (dE’s) in the Fornax Cluster and in southern groups. These dE’s are more metal-
rich and younger than previous estimates based on narrowband photometry and low-resolution spectroscopy. For
our sample we find a mean metallicity dex and mean age 3.5 Gyr, consistent with similar samples[Z/H] p �0.33
of dE’s in other environments (Local Group, Virgo). Three dE’s in our sample show emission lines and very
young ages. This suggests that some dE’s formed stars until a very recent epoch and were self-enriched by a
long star formation history. Previous observations of large near-infrared (∼8500 ) Caii absorption strengths inÅ
these dE’s are in good agreement with the new metallicity estimates, solving part of the so-called calcium puzzle.

Subject headings: galaxies: dwarf — galaxies: fundamental parameters — galaxies: stellar content

1. INTRODUCTION

The observed strength of the near-infrared Caii triplet ab-
sorption lines in early-type galaxies has presented astronomers
with an interesting puzzle over the past couple of years. Cenarro
et al. (2001) defined a new CaT* index, carefully correcting
for the underlying H Paschen absorption. Whereas other me-
tallicity tracers, such as Mg2, correlate with velocity dispersion
j, it was found that CaT*anticorrelates with j in elliptical
galaxies (E’s) and in bulges of spiral galaxies (Saglia et al.
2002; Cenarro et al. 2003; Falco´n-Barroso et al. 2003). Pop-
ulation synthesis model predictions also show that for subsolar
metallicities, CaT* should be sensitive to metallicity but vir-
tually independent of age, while at supersolar metallicity, the
CaT* saturates (Vazdekis et al. 2003). However, taking me-
tallicities estimated from optical spectra, Saglia et al. (2002)
reported that the measured CaT* values in E’s are smaller by
0.5 than those predicted by population synthesis models.Å
Michielsen et al. (2003, hereafter Paper I) showed that the
anticorrelation of CaT* withj extends into the dwarf elliptical
(dE) regime. These dE’s were expected to have metallicities
of the order of , and ages of the order of 10 Gyr[Z/H] ∼ �1
(Held & Mould 1994; Rakos et al. 2001). The measured CaT*
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values were significantly larger than those expected for such
old, metal-poor stellar systems.

All of the proposed solutions to this conundrum, such as
variations of the initial mass function or the calcium yield as
a function of metallicity or velocity dispersion, require con-
siderable fine-tuning. None of them satisfactorily explains both
the small CaT* in E’s and the large CaT* in dE’s without
creating other difficulties, e.g., with the FeHl9916 index val-
ues observed in bright ellipticals (FeH is strong in dwarf stars
but nearly absent in giants) and with stellar mass-to-light ratios
(Saglia et al. 2002; Cenarro et al. 2003). However, the stellar
populations of E’s and dE’s are most likely not single-age,
single-metallicity populations, or SSPs, as was implicitly as-
sumed in essentially all age and metallicity estimates (see, e.g.,
Pasquali et al. 2005). Moreover, the stars that dominate the
blue spectral range (mostly hot dwarf stars) do not necessarily
have the same mean ages/metallicities as the stars producing
the red light (mostly cool giants). These issues, together with
systematic uncertainties inherent to population synthesis tools,
potentially contribute to the CaT puzzle.

Because of their low surface brightness, accurate estimates
of the ages and metallicities of dE’s are still scarce. Recent
studies of dE’s in the Virgo Cluster (Geha et al. 2003; van Zee
et al. 2004) report younger ages and higher metallicities than
found in Fornax dE’s. In Paper I, the ages and metallicities of
the dE’s were taken from the literature, where low-resolution,
modest-S/N spectroscopic (Held & Mould 1994) or narrowband
photometric (Rakos et al. 2001) techniques were used. As a sanity
check, we have now acquired high-resolution, high-S/N optical
spectra with VLT FORS of all the dE’s for which we presented
CaT* measurements in Paper I. This puts us in a position where
we can for the first time compare the CaT* measurements with
model predictions based on robust age and metallicity
estimates.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The sample consists of seven dE’s in the southern NGC
5044, NGC 5898, and Antlia groups, and nine dE’s in the
Fornax Cluster. All the observations were carried out in Service
Mode at the ESO VLT, in seeing conditions between 0.6� and
0.9� FWHM. Integration times varied between 2 and 7 hr per
galaxy. The group dE’s were observed in 2005 April and May
using FORS2 withGRISM_600B and a slit width of 0.5�. This
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Fig. 1.—Comparison of SSP-equivalent age and metallicity estimates using
Lick/IDS indices in combination with TMB03 models and a full-spectrum fit
with Pegase-HR models. The error bars are 1j errors. Both approaches clearly
agree.

results in a wavelength range of 3300–6200 at a 3.0˚ ˚A A
(FWHM) resolution. The Fornax dE’s were observed in 2005
December and 2006 January using FORS1 with the holographic
GRISM_1200g and a slit width of 1.0�. This results in a wave-
length range of 4350–5530 at a 2.6 (FWHM) resolution.˚ ˚A A
The data reduction was carried out using the ESO-MIDAS
package.12 The spectra for each galaxy were bias-subtracted,
flat-fielded, corrected for cosmic-ray events, wavelength-cali-
brated, and co-added. Then the sky was subtracted and the
spectra were extinction-corrected and flux-calibrated using
spectrophotometric standard stars. For the purpose of this Let-
ter, we extracted 1D spectra over an aperture of radiusR /8e

(or 1� for galaxies with �; De Rijcke et al. 2005), to beR ! 8e

consistent with the region in which the CaT* index was mea-
sured in Paper I. These spectra have a S/N1 75 in the�1Å
wavelength region 4700–5500 . A full description of the dataÅ
analysis will be presented in a forthcoming paper (Koleva et
al. 2007).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Ages and Metallicities

To measure the ages and metallicities of the dE’s, we com-
pared our observations to single-age, single-metallicity popu-
lation (SSP) synthesis models. We used two different tech-
niques and models: (1) Thomas et al. (2003, hereafter TMB03)
models in the Lick/IDS index system, and (2) Pegase-HR mod-
els (Le Borgne et al. 2004) with the ELODIE.3.1 stellar library
(Prugniel et al. 2007) to which we perform a full-spectrum fit
(Koleva et al. 2007). To transform our spectra to the Lick/IDS
system, we smoothed our spectra to the Lick/IDS resolution
(∼8.4 FWHM) and measured the Hb, Mgb, Fe5270, andÅ
Fe5335 indices (Worthey et al. 1994). In each setup we have
three stars in common with the original Lick/IDS library. This
number is too small to determine systematic offsets, so we
applied the offsets to the Jones library (Worthey & Ottaviani
1997). These corrected indices agree within the error bars with
those given in Worthey & Ottaviani (1997). We then compared
the indices of the dE’s with TMB03 models with varying [a/
Fe] abundance ratios, applying a quadratic interpolation over
the nine nearest SSP model grid points. The 1j error contours
on the derived quantities are calculated by Monte Carlo sim-
ulations taking into account the measured errors in the indices
(see Cardiel et al. 2003 for a detailed description). Note that
systematic errors introduced by the conversion to the Lick/IDS
system are not taken into account. This approach yields an
estimate for the ages, metallicities, and abundance ratios of the
targeted dE’s. We find that the dE’s have solar abundance ratios
and metallicities in the range , which jus-�0.7 ! [Z/H] ! �0.2
tifies the use of the ELODIE.3.1 library to perform the full-
spectrum fit. This yields a second, independent, age and me-
tallicity estimate for the program dE’s. The 1j errors are
computed in a way similar to that with the indices. As is obvious
from Figure 1, both techniques agree, with an rms difference
of 1.63 Gyr in age and 0.09 dex in . For a discussion of[Z/H]
possible systematic differences between the model predictions,
we refer interested readers to Le Borgne et al. (2004). This
makes us confident that our age and metallicity estimates are
robust. The advantage of the full-spectrum fitting method is
that we do not have to convert the data to the (low resolution)
Lick/IDS system and that we can carefully take into account

12 The image processing package ESO-MIDAS is developed and maintained
by the European Southern Observatory.

filling by emission lines. Emission is present in three dE’s in
our sample and we did not study them using the index method.
Very low level [O III] (5007 ) emission was detected in FCCÅ
150, that would not have been detected if the resolution or the
S/N of the observations were only slightly worse. Columns
(2)–(6) of Table 1 give, for our sample of dE’s, the ages,
metallicities, and [a/Fe] ratio derived using TMB03, and the
age and metallicity derived using Pegase-HR. In the following
we use Pegase-HR results. Because the full fit uses all available
information in the spectrum, the errors are typically a factor
2–3 smaller than with inversions of bi-index grids.

3.2. Comparison with Literature Data

There is clearly a large disparity between the new age and
metallicity estimates presented in this Letter and the existing
estimates from the literature that needs to be explained. Held
& Mould (1994, hereafter HM94) and Rakos et al. (2001, here-
after R01) studied Fornax dE’s and have respectively five and
six galaxies in common with our sample. Their metallicity
estimates are listed in the last two columns of Table 1. First
of all, one of the problems that HM94 faced at the time was
the lack of age- and metallicity-dependent population synthesis
models. They assumed that the ages of the dE’s are comparable
to those of Galactic globular clusters in order to justify the use
of a metallicity scale calibrated on globular clusters. However,
most model bi-index grids are not perpendicular in age and
metallicity. At a given measured metal index, a younger age
generally implies a higher metallicity. HM94 were aware of
this shortcoming at the time and cautioned that their metallic-
ities were probably underestimates. One of the galaxies we
have in common with HM94, FCC 207, shows emission lines,
indicative of ongoing star formation. We find a very young
SSP-equivalent age of 1.5 Gyr. From Ha imaging, we know
that the emission in FCC 207 is concentrated in the central 1�
(De Rijcke et al. 2003). HM94 did not report emission in FCC
207 (see their Fig. 1), probably because their technique of
nodding the telescope perpendicular to the slit to sample the
whole nuclear region diluted the emission lines. They did note
that the Hd absorption of FCC 207 was considerably stronger
than the (emission filled) Hg and Hb absorption, but attributed
this to measurement errors on Hd.

Second, R01 calibrated their narrowband photometry me-
tallicity scale on the observations of HM94, reobserving all
the HM94 dE’s. In fact, R01 noted that the metallicity derived
from the narrowband colors underestimates the true metallicity,
and that the off-set is larger if the population is younger. How-
ever they only show 10 and 13 Gyr models, using the latter
to compute corrections for their metallicity scale. Using cor-
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TABLE 1
Ages, Metallicities, and [a/Fe] Ratios

Lick/IDS Indices: TMB03 Spectrum Fit: Pegase-HR

Galaxy
Name

(1)

Age
(Gyr)
(2)

[Z/H]
(dex)
(3)

[a/Fe]
(dex)
(4)

Age
(Gyr)
(5)

[Z/H]
(dex)
(6)

HM94
[Fe/H]
(dex)
(7)

R01
[Fe/H]
(dex)
(8)

FCC 043 . . . . . . 1.82� 0.17 �0.05 � 0.04 0.05� 0.03 2.29� 0.03 �0.07 � 0.01 … …
FCC 046 . . . . . . … … … 1.15� 0.02 �1.07 � 0.02 … …
FCC 136 . . . . . . 6.56� 1.48 �0.18 � 0.05 0.08� 0.05 5.34� 0.22 �0.26 � 0.01 … �0.41 � 0.12
FCC 150 . . . . . . 6.50� 0.80 �0.41 � 0.04 0.00� 0.05 3.88� 0.11 �0.38 � 0.01 �0.89 � 0.03 �0.75 � 0.11
FCC 204 . . . . . . 1.77� 0.17 0.09� 0.04 �0.06 � 0.03 2.46� 0.04 0.07� 0.01 … …
FCC 207 . . . . . . … … … 1.47� 0.04 �0.72 � 0.03 �1.19 � 0.05 �1.51 � 0.09
FCC 245 . . . . . . 6.75� 1.23 �0.66 � 0.09 0.13� 0.08 5.06� 0.32 �0.59 � 0.03 �1.00 � 0.07 �1.17 � 0.10
FCC 266 . . . . . . 6.56� 0.97 �0.56 � 0.06 �0.01 � 0.05 3.95� 0.16 �0.47 � 0.01 �0.84 � 0.07 �0.83 � 0.11
FCC 288 . . . . . . 5.56� 0.76 �0.56 � 0.05 �0.04 � 0.06 4.17� 0.23 �0.57 � 0.02 … …
DW 1 . . . . . . . . . 5.23� 1.42 �0.19 � 0.06 0.03� 0.06 4.34� 0.18 �0.26 � 0.02 … …
DW 2 . . . . . . . . . … … … 1.07� 0.02 �0.58 � 0.02 … …
FS 29 . . . . . . . . . 2.25� 0.51 0.10� 0.06 �0.09 � 0.03 2.89� 0.05 0.01� 0.01 … …
FS 75 . . . . . . . . . 2.45� 0.58 0.16� 0.07 0.02� 0.03 3.96� 0.13 0.04� 0.01 … …
FS 76 . . . . . . . . . 4.91� 1.29 0.29� 0.08 0.03� 0.03 6.40� 0.14 0.09� 0.01 … …
FS 131 . . . . . . . . 6.88� 2.35 �0.12 � 0.07 0.04� 0.06 4.43� 0.31 �0.03 � 0.02 … …
FS 373 . . . . . . . . 0.87� 0.08 0.01� 0.06 0.01� 0.03 1.80� 0.03 0.01� 0.01 … …

Fig. 2.—CaT, PaT, and CaT* vs. age and metallicity for the Fornax Cluster
and southern group dE’s. Overlaid are Vazdekis et al. (2003) SSP models with
Salpeter a IMF. FCC 046 (square), FCC 207 (diamond), and DW 2 (star) are
the three dE’s with emission lines. FCC 245 is the most significant outlier.

rections derived for younger ages may reconcile their results
with ours.

3.3. CaT Measurements and Predictions

Cenarro et al. (2001) defined a set of new indices that quan-
tify the strengths of (1) the Caii lines (CaT), (2) the Paschen
P12, P14, and P17 lines (PaT), and (3) the Caii corrected for
the absorption contributed by the Paschen P13, P15, and P16
lines (CaT*p CaT � 0.93 # PaT). In Figure 2 we use our
new age and metallicity estimates to compare the observed
CaT, PaT, and CaT* strengths to the SSP predictions of Vaz-
dekis et al. (2003) with a Salpeter initial mass function (IMF).
FS 75 was not observed in the Caii. For most of the dE’s, the
values are now consistent with the model predictions. FCC 046

has a high CaT for its age and metallicity. However, this galaxy
has emission lines and shows evidence for recent star formation
(De Rijcke et al. 2003). This is reflected in the high PaT ab-
sorption strength, and the corrected CaT* agrees very well with
the model prediction based on FCC 046’s metallicity. The val-
ues of the other Fornax dE with emission, FCC 207, agree
perfectly well with the model predictions. Surprisingly, in DW
2 we also found emission lines. However, the CaT of DW 2
is already too low compared to the models, and a high PaT
would aggravate the situation for CaT*. Finally, FCC 245 ap-
pears to be quite normal, morphologically and photometrically
speaking, but its CaT is also lower than expected for its age
and metallicity. Still, 13 out of 15 of the observed dE’s now
have measured ages, metallicities, and CaT* values that agree
with model predictions. The fact that CaT* values predicted
using age/metallicity estimates that were derived from spectral
features in the blue part of the spectrum (∼4700–5500 ) agreeÅ
quite reasonably with the observed CaT* values in the NIR
(∼8500 ) indicates that the SSP assumption is not the causeÅ
of the CaT puzzle for dE’s. Moreover, the blue Ca 4227 lineÅ
is included in the full-spectrum fit and is generally well re-
produced. In the case of the galaxy with the worst fit to this
line, FS 076 the residuals do not exceed 5%.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

At least in the dE regime, the Caii triplet puzzle seems to
be solved. With the new age and metallicity estimates presented
in this Letter, the predicted and observed CaT* indices are in
good agreement for all sample galaxies but two. The fact that
CaT* values predicted using age/metallicity estimates that were
derived from spectral features in the blue part of the spectrum
agree with the observed CaT* values in the NIR indicates that
the SSP assumption is not the cause of the CaT puzzle for
dE’s. Rather, the CaT puzzle in the dE regime was caused by
the spuriously low metallicities and high ages, derived from
lower resolution spectra using less sophisticated theoretical
models, assigned to Fornax dE’s. This shows that, as far as
dE’s are concerned, the CaT* index, and, in old stellar systems
for which the PaT index is small, the CaT index as well, is
indeed a good tracer of metallicity. For massive E’s, there is
still no satisfactory solution for the Ca puzzle.
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This also solves the apparent dichotomy between dE’s on
the one hand and globular clusters, Local Group dwarf spher-
oidals (dSph’s), and ultracompact dwarfs (UCDs) on the other
hand. CaT line strengths measured in individual stars of Local
Group dSph’s have been shown to be a very accurate tracer
of metallicity (Battaglia et al. 2006; Tolstoy et al. 2001) and
[Fe/H] values derived from CaT measurements have been used
extensively to construct metallicity distributions of the stars in
dSph’s. Also, for UCDs (Evstigneeva et al. 2007) and globular
clusters (Saglia et al. 2002), the CaT index has proved to be
an excellent tracer of metallicity. Here, we have shown that in
dE’s as well, the CaT* index measured from integrated-light
spectra can be used as a tracer of metallicity.

To summarize, we derive new age and metallicity estimates
for 16 dE’s in the Fornax Cluster and in southern groups using
high-S/N optical VLT FORS1�2 spectra. We have measured
the Hb, Mgb, Fe5270, and Fe5335 indices in the Lick/IDS
system and applied the TMB03 models to them. We find that
these dE’s have solar [a/Fe] abundance ratios. A full-spectrum
fit using Pegase-HR with the ELODIE.3.1 stellar library pro-
vides us with a second, independent age and metallicity esti-
mate for these galaxies. We find both approaches to be in

excellent agreement. With mean metallicity [Z/H] p �0.35
dex and ages younger than≈7 Gyr, these dE’s are more metal-
rich and younger than previously thought. Some even show
strong emission lines, an indication of ongoing star formation,
in agreement with previous Ha imaging of dE’s (De Rijcke et
al. 2003; Michielsen et al. 2004). The ages and metallicities
we derive for the dE’s in the Fornax Cluster and in southern
groups fall in roughly the same range as those derived by Geha
et al. (2003) and van Zee et al. (2004) for dE’s in the Virgo
Cluster. This is at variance with previous estimates for Fornax
dE’s which yielded lower metallicities and higher ages (Held
& Mould 1994; Rakos et al. 2001), based on lower resolution
spectra and less sophisticated theoretical models. The new age
and metallicity estimates are in good agreement with the ob-
served Caii triplet absorption strengths, solving the calcium
puzzle for low-mass systems.

Based on observations collected at the European Southern
Observatory, Paranal, Chile (programs 075.B-0179 and 076.B-
0196). D. M. acknowledges the EU MAGPOP RTN for finan-
cial support.
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